The paper presents fundamental information about experimental and theoretic-numerical research to determinate the load-carrying capacity of thin-walled cold-formed compressed steel members. The investigated members have closed cross-sections made from homogeneous materials. The theoretic-numerical analysis in this paper is oriented on the modeling of the initial deviations effects, caused by production process, on the load-carrying capacities of mentioned members, while the experimental investigation is to verify the theoretical results and to investigate the behavior of mentioned members during the loading process.
Introduction
Theory and design development of steel thin-walled cold-formed members and profiles creates a certain knowledge base for their practical application in the civil engineering. However, this fact does not mean that all complicated and challenging processes of their behavior, during the strain, transformation and failure are sufficiently investigated. From the material and geometric point of view, the thin-walled cold-formed profiles have specific specialties, which must be responsibly taken into account in their design.
From this aspect, the local stability requirements related to unfavorable buckling effects of their compressed parts are very significant. Favorable effects, related to membrane stresses and post-critical behavior are also important. Different calculation procedures in different standards (STN 73 1402 (STN 73 :1988 
Description of the testing members
In general, the experimental research program included 18 thin-walled cold-formed testing members with close cross-sections. The testing members were divided to two cross-sectional groups: -Group A: with square cross-sections, -Group B: with rectangular cross-sections; see Figure 1 . The closed cross-sections and different dimensions of the testing members were mainly chosen to reflect the post-critical behavior of the several thin webs and to present the interaction of the adjacent sides in the strain, transformation and failure processes. The geometrical dimensions and description of the designed testing members of group B are given by Table 1 . The basic geometrical characteristics of the designed testing members, calculated according to the standards EN 1993-1-3 and STN 73 1402 are given by Table 2 . In the terms of local-stability classification, the webs of individual members are thin-walled at the compression strain. The members' lengths were designed from the global stability point of view, in order to decide of the members' local (cross-sectional) resistance.
All testing members were made out from steel sheets with nominal thickness 2 mm (steel S235). Three material pieces were taken from each used steel sheet to make normative shaped testing specimens. The testing specimens underwent a tension tests to find out the stress-strain diagrams and the actual material characteristics of applied steels.
Detailed dimension measuring of the testing members was done before the loading tests, in order to consistent evaluation and analyses of the experimental knowledge and results. The dimensions of cross-sections: width b, height h, and thickness t were measured on the top, middle and bottom of each member. The radius r was measured at each curved corner and the length L was measured at each member's side. The average values of the measured dimensions were considered as actual; see Table 3 . 
Description of the testing methodology
During consecutive programmed loading of the tested members, the strains  were measured in the middle cross-sections. The deflections (buckling) of the webs w were measured in different places, according to the members' lengths. The resistive tensiometers were used to measure the strains  by means of measuring apparatus Hottinger Balwin UPM 60, connected to the computer for direct evaluation. The webs' deflections w were measured using inductive sensors connected to the computer, also for direct evaluation.
The members during the test were consecutively loaded and released. Each member's loading process was regulated close to its real behavior, measured values of strains and deflections of the webs w. The test continued up to total failure, defined by the beginning of consecutive, continuous increasing of strains and deflections of the webs w.
According to the research targets, the initial buckling shapes of all testing members' webs were measured on previously drawn raster, by means of inductive sensors before testing start. The final buckling shapes, after test finishing were also found out.
General arrangement of the experimental trials at measuring strain ε and wall deflection w along the element B22 is shown in Figure 2 . Table 4 presents the theoretically calculated and experimentally determined values of the individual members' limit loads. All limit loads were calculated according to real-measured dimensions and determined yield stresses. According to Table 4 , it is evident that the experimentally determined values are smaller than the expected theoretical values, which were calculated in accordance with the relevant standards. This serious fact may incur in consequence of the unfavorable development of the initial deviations. This unfavorable influence of the initial deviations is analyzed in detail in the next chapter of the paper. Where, N pl the local plastic limit load of full cross-section, defined by attaining the yield stress f y , N ul,el the local (post-critical) elastic limit load of effective cross-section, defined by attaining the yield stress f y , N u,y , N u,z the buckling limit load of a member with effective cross-section, according to axis y and z, considering the elastic-plastic post-critical behavior. 
Calculation models and the experiment simulation
Calculation models of the testing members, described in Table 3 , were created using programming environment based on FEM -software ANSYS. The target of FEM analysis was to obtain more accurate data about the post-critical behavior of the mentioned members, to determine their limit loads and to compare them with the experimental results. In this paper, the obtained analysis results are compared with the theoretical and experimental limit loads of the actual testing members B22 and B23. Figure 3 : Layout of the generated grid, B22 and B23
The volume shell elements SOLSH190 were applied to create the calculation models. The finite element SOLSH190 is usually used for the simulation of shell structures with wide range of thicknesses (from thin to medium thickness). This element, with eight connecting nodes, has three degrees of freedom at each node. The element may be used to solve the geometrical and physical nonlinear problems. This type may be also used for the composite multilayer modeling (up to 250 different material's layers).
The modeling was carried out with considering the initial deviations. Figure 3 illustrates the concept of generated grid. The values of the measured initial deviations in individual grid points (member B22).
Each of the 3D calculation models (B22 and B23) contains 4 182 nods and 4 100 shell elements. Boundary conditions of the modeled, axially compressed members were defined by two-sided hinged connections.
Two types of calculation models were used to verify the initial deviations effect: -With the consideration of the webs' initial deviation, -Without the consideration of the webs' initial deviation.
Elastic-plastic material with hardening was considered with the using of plastic zones method. This material is characterized by a bilinear approximation of the strain-stress diagram of steel with yield stress f y = 242,33 MPa and hardening modulus E hard = 2 800 MPa. The modeling of testing members was carried out according to above mentioned description. The general configuration of modeled testing member B22 is illustrated in Figure 4 . Figure 4 contains 3D views, the generated grid for initial deviations defining and the finite element mesh of volume shell elements SOLSH190. According to Table 3 , the member B22 has a dimensions: The analysis was carried out with sequentially increasing the applied load until the first appearance of plastic zones locations. The applied load was transformed to the middle-plane of the shell elements. The model was analyzed using the geometrical and physical non-linear calculation.
Results and their analysis
The final webs' buckling shapes in topographical form, together with the equivalent elastic strain of modeled member B22 is presented in Figure 5 . Iteration process with small increments of loading was needed to use for the finding the listed development level of plastic zones. Suitable procedure of sequential loading was used to find the first plastic zone on the internal surface of the web. By the continuation with a sequential loading, the development of plastic zones was manifested on the external surface of the web too. Further overloading effected a broadening of the plastic zones by the web's surface in about 1/3 of the member's length. The sequential loading was monitored until the divergence of the calculation (the collapse of member). 
Conclusion
The total resistances of the testing members, together with their actual behavior during transformation and failure process were investigated by means of theoretic-numerical analysis and experimental verification. On the basis of the obtained experimental results and those acquired from the calculation models and analysis, it is evident that the resistances of the compressed thin-walled elements are significantly influenced by the initial deviations and/or by the initial buckling shapes of their individual webs. 
